With 29,000 students enrolled, Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University offers a wide range of degrees (Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees and PhD programs) in the fields of the humanities and social sciences within our six faculties and schools. Jean Moulin University is open to Europe and the world, and has resolutely intercultural perspectives. With university partners in 57 countries on all 5 continents, the university welcomes each year 5,000 international students from 122 different countries. The university also organizes 51 study abroad programs that enroll 2504 students.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University offers: 10 Bachelor’s degrees, 17 vocational degrees, 3 DUT (Technological University Degree), 51 Master’s degrees, 36 doctoral degrees and 77 University Diplomas and Certificates. Students can choose from disciplines that include: law, political science, francophone studies, philosophy, management, economy, business administration, languages, literature, information & communication, history and geography.

The courses that are offered at Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University are based upon the European education system and follow the Bachelor-Master-PhD-format.

◆ RESEARCH
The research policy of Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University is based on 19 research teams. From a total doctoral enrollment of about 553, some 100 dissertations are defended each year. Five primary research directions have been identified:
- Urban approaches
- Sustainable development
- Health
- Entrepreneurship and innovation
- Interculturality and internationalization

◆ STRENGTHS
- A Wide range of degrees
- International reach
- Innovative and multidisciplinary research
- A bustling Campus Life
- Students from different horizons
- An opening to professional world
- Committed staff
- Access to high quality education and research on 3 campuses

◆ LOCATION
Jean Moulin University is situated in the heart of Lyon, the capital of the Rhône-Alpes region. With more than 120,000 students enrolled, Lyon is the second largest university town in France.

◆ IDENTITY FORM
◆ Precise name of the institution
Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3
◆ Type of institution
Public institution with a scientific, cultural, and professional mission
◆ City where the main campus is located
Lyon
◆ Number of students
29,000
◆ Percentage or number of international students
17%
◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
LMD - Other national diplomas - Institution-specific diplomas
◆ French language courses
Yes - FLE: Introduction to French culture - Proficiency test
◆ Programs for international students
Yes - Programme d’études universitaires françaises (DEUF) - Study in English in Lyon, France (SELF)
◆ Programs in English
Yes - University diploma: Study in English in Lyon, France (SELF) et LLM.
- Bachelor: Bachelor in Management and Global Business.
Executive programme: International Master Business Administration.
- Summer Schools.
◆ Postal address
6 rue Pr. Rollet ou 1 avenue des Frères Lumière | Lyon 8e
univ-lyon3.fr/accueil-en
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